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AROUND MSU 
Area Innovation Center opens 
Pike County office 
Pike County Government's Office of 
Energy and Technology is aiding MSU's 
Area Innovation Center in estabLshing 
a presence in the community. Working 
with Pike County Judge Executive Wayne 
Rutherford and Roger Ford, director of 
energy and technology, the Area Innovation 
Center headquartered in Paintsville has 
opened a satellite office in the Pike County 
Courthouse. 
The Innovation Center focuses on 
entrepreneurs that have creative and 
new ideas in advanced manufacturing, 
b iosciences, health and human 
development, information technologies and 
communications, not just energy related 
fields. 
If you would Lke additional 
information regarding the area 
innovation center services, or to request 
a meeting, you may call the main office at 
( 606) 788-6005 or the Pike County office 
at (606) 432-6451. 
MSU named Kentucky Horse Council 
Educational Partner of the Year 
Morehead State University was named 
the 2008 Kentucky Horse Council Educa-
tional Partner of the Year. The award was 
announced at the KHC annual conference. 
According to the KHC, the "Education-
al Partner Award" is designed to recognize a 
learning institution that recognizes and val-
ues the importance of quality achievement 
through community involvement and out-
reach. MSU is such a school. The faculty 
and staff of the equine program are profes-
sional, caring, and overwhelmingly willing 
to share their knowledge with others. The 
faculty and staff support community educa-
tion, and students also are encouraged to be 
part of the educational outreach process:' 
Additional information about pro-
grams in agriculture or veterinary technolo-
gy is available by calLng MSU's Department 
of Agricultural and Human Sciences at 
(606) 783-2662. 
4 • STATEMENT 
Foreign Language Festival slated for AprillB 
Nearly 950 students are expected to participate m MSU's Regional Foreign 
Language Festival on Thursday, April16. 
TI1e students will represent 14 senior high schools and two middle schools 
throughout East Kentucky, according to Dr. John Secor, associate professor of French 
and festival director. 
TI1e event includes modern language proficiency assessments in Lstening, 
speaking, reading and writing proficiency and recitation of a li terary passage in French, 
Latin, and Spanish. Cultural proficiency assessments include fran1eable art, costumes, 
projects, drama, dance, and chorus in the same languages. 
KVMA honors MSU project 
MSU's Dr. Kimberly Peterson, 
assistant professor of veterinary 
technology, and Dr. Mattie Decker, 
associate professor of education, have 
been recognized for their work with a 
special project. 
Their project, "Another Chance 
at Life and Learning: Department of 
Juvenile Justice Greyhound Program," 
won the prestigious Kentucky Animal 
Hall of Fame award. This award is a yearly 
recognition presented at the annual 
Kentucky Veterinary Medical Association 
business luncheon during the Mid-
America Conference. 
MSU College of Business has maintained 
AACSB accreditation 
MSU's achievement will be 
recognized April 26-28 at the 2009 
Association to Advance Collegiate 
Schools of Business (AACSB) 
International Conference and Annual 
Meeting in Orlando, Fla. To maintain 
accreditation, a business program must 
undergo a rigorous internal review every 
five years, at which the program must 
demonstrate its continued commitment 
to the 21 quality standards relating 
to faculty qualification, strategic 
management of resources, interactions 
of faculty and students, as well as a 
commitment to continuous improvement 
and achievement of learning goals in 
degree programs. 
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e 1ce o vancement as rna e every e ort to ensure t 1s pu !Cation's accuracy. you suspec 
your name was inadvertently omitted or you believe there to be any discrepancies within this report 
please call the office at 1-877-690-4483 or e-mail giving@moreheadstate.edu. If a mistake was made 
we truly apologize. 
11 Where dreams ~~ke r~~. 
TH[ 1887 SOCIITY 
The 1887 Lifetime Giving Society is Morehead State University's most prestigious donor recognition 
organization. Members of the 1887 Society have made a substantial commitment of personal resources to 
ensure the University's success over time. The1887 Society recognizes four levels of lifetime cumulative 
giving, beginning with a total of $50,000. 
Individuals become members of the 1887 Society based on their cumulative giving over time to MSU through the MSU 
Foundation, Inc. Cumulative giving is based on gifts pledged or received through the calendar 2008 year, and totals include 
employer-matching gifts. Qualifying gifts include confirmed commitments of cash, securities, real estate, or gifts-in-kind. 
Donors whose current gift level or cumulative giving is in the $1,000,000 and above range. 
Ashland Inc. Foundation Lucille Caudill Little 
James H. and Linda Booth Mountain Telephone Corporation· 
Thomas R. Curtis National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
Paul and Lucille Caudill Little Charitable Trust 
Donors whose current gift level or cumulative giving is in the $500,000 - $999,999 range. 
Diederich Educational Trust Elmer R. and Donna Smith 
Addie Rader 
Ruth B. and Ed L. Shannon · 
Donors whose current gift level or cumulative giving is in the $100,000- $499,999 range. 
Ashland, Inc. 
Roger W. and Bernice Barbour 
Wayne G. Basler 
James W. Bell 
Shirley and Carole Browning 
Dr. C. Louise Caudill 
. Proc and Bobbie Caudill 
Chakeres Theatres, Inc. 
The Citizens Bank of Morehead 
Citizen~ National Bank 
City of Morehead 
Ted L. and Jean Crosthwait 
E.O. Robinson Mountain Trust 
Richard Edgeworth 
Emerson Power Transmission 
Frederick & May Lumber Company 
· Gifts-In-Kind International 
Mary Gilmer 
Norma Hogge and Judge Elijah M. Hogge 
Holiday Inn of Morehead 
Jacor Communications, Inc. 
K-MEC 
Lexmark International, Inc. 
Boone Logan 
Elizabeth Martindale 
MSU Student Government Association 
Myrtle Mae Mitchell Trust 
National Association for the Exchange of 
Industrial Resources 
National Processing Company, LLC 
Greg, Sally, Sara, Laura, and Lindsay Palmer 
Powell Construction Co., Inc. 
Rowan County Fiscal Court 
George D. and Alva C. Scott 
William R. and Susie Seaton 
Phillip M. and Diana Simms 
Dr. Norman and Deane Tant 
US Bank, N.A. 
Donors whose current gift level or cumulative giving is in the $50,000 - $99,999 range. 
Larry and Kathryn Addington Leslie and Peggy Jacobs • Charles (lzzy) and T. Starr Porter 
Allen Brothers Realty, Inc. , Terry and Susan Jacobs Preiser Scientific Company 
Elmer D. and Elizabeth Anderson Kelley, Galloway & Company Lois Priestman 
Dr. James and Elizabeth T. Arient John Locke R & J Development 
Willie and Trina Blair Lockheed Martin Corporation Rowan Restaurants, Inc. 
Carlson Software, Inc. Dr. Paul and Patricia Maddox C. V. and Gussie Snapp 
Dr. Robert L. Coleman Billy B. Martin Steele-Reese Foundation 
Noveal and Harold Crosthwaite Mazak Corporation Thomas Sternal and Martha Enzmann 
Donald and Ayre Dethmers Maxine McCoy JesseS. and Naomi D. Stuart 
Don Hall GM Supercenter Mineral Labs, Inc. Swift-Eckrich, Inc. 
Adron and Mignon Doran Or. Bill F. Moore Robert and Ruth Vogele 
Miriam Hop Morehead Rowan County Economic Richard A. and Carolina Walls 
France M. George Development Council, Inc. Bill Walmsley 
Glimcher Co1]1pany Morehead Tourism Commission Jim and Madonna Weathers 
William S. Harris Kenneth and Bonnie Morel WMaker Bank of Morehead 
Hinkle Contracting Corporation MSU Agriculture Club 
.· 

CIRCl[ or [XC[ll[NC[ 
MSU is proud to welcome a special group of donors into MSU's new premier annual society, the 
MSU Circle of Excellence. These individuals have responded to the call to provide financial 
leadership to Morehead State University's greatest needs by providing unrestricted annual gifts 
to the University. Thanks to the generosity of these donors, the University is continuing to move 
forward in all areas. These donors are to be commended for their charter membership into this new 
donor society. 
All unrestricted annual gifts made during the 2008 calendar year count toward Circle of Excellence recognition in one of five 
levels. 
President's Circle ($10,000 and up) 
Daragh Porter and John Wobbe 
Steven D. Williams 
Diamond Circle ($7,500 - $9,999) 
Virginia R. Harpham 
Gold Circle ($5,000 - $7,499) 
Wayne and Sue Andrews 
Charles David and Lisa Adair 
Silver Circle ($2,500 - $4,999) 
Christopher and Anne Chivetta 
Kenneth I. and Joyce Daugherty 
John and Peggy Osborne 
Mike and Dayna Seelig 
James and Cindy Shaw 
James and Madonna Weathers 
Bronze Circle ($1,000- $2,499) 
James L. Adams *Shannon L. Harr 
Douglas and Kateri Bolton Jami M. Hornbuckle 
Tom anp Virginia Buckner 'Guy and Alicia Huffman 
Nelson Carpenter Brian and Elizabeth Hutchinson 
'Ben and Allison Caudill Clyde I. James 
Elaine D. Cox L.M. "Sonny" and Joretta Jones 
• Joe and Kelly Crawford Glenn and Cynthia Leveridge 
James and Harriet Fogle Carroll and Leslie Loy 
Ronald and Patty Griffith Regina Mack 
Jack and Cheryl Matthews 
Scou and Jill McBride 
Lori L. Menshouse 
Mark and Joyce Minor 
Michael and Marilyn Moore 
John and Eugena O'Cull 
William and Geraldine Phelps 
John and Betty Philley 
Charles and Starr Porter 
Glenn and Janet Proffitt 
J. David and Susanne Richardson 
William and Cindy Salazar 
Herbert E. Schmitt 
Jack and Patricia Sims 
Frank and Geraldine Welch 
Robert and Susan Willenbrink 
Dion and Kimberly Williams 
Buck and Sue Woodford 
•Indicates a ,.ecmt alwnmiS. These recent alumn.i, who attended the University in undergraduate programs ten years ago or less, are eligible to participate 
in any of the circle of e.xcellence levels for a contribution of half the stated level. 
Employer matching gifts upgrade the significance of every qualifying gift; however, matching gifts cannot be applied to the gift to enable it to rea<;h 
recogn.ition level. 
To show the University's appreciation for the support of members of the Circle of Excellence, these donors receive several 
unique benefits including a specially designed broach or lapel pin signifying their level of support, an MSU Circle of 
Excellence static decal signifying their level of support, recognition in the annual donor report, recognition at an MSU donor 
stewardship event, and special invitations to other annual campus events. For more information about Circle of Excellence 
membership, contact the Office of Development at 877-690-4483 or e-mail giving@lmoreheadstate.edu . 
. . 
VISIONARY SOCiffi 
The Visionary Society includes individuals, who remember MSU through planned gifts such as bequests, 
gift annuities, trusts, life estates, life insurance, or another planned gift vehicle and therefore provide for 
the future beyond their years. 
The names Hsted below reflect individuals who have made planned gift commitments benefiting MSU. 
The University gratefully acknowledges their support, which will offer life changing resources to future generations. 
Planned Gifts received during 2008 
James W. Bell Mary L. Gilmer Estate 
Noveal Crosthwaite Estate Carl Miller Estate 
Mignon Doran Estate 
All Visionary Society Members 
Darrell W. Adams Suzanne Ebersold 
Orvis Adams Sarah Emmons & 
James W. Bell Timothy J. Wilson 
Robert S. Bishop Diane L. Engles 
Suanne H. Blair Richard and Luna Ferris 
Pearl Brown Dr. Nolan Fowler 
Lisa Browning Dr. E. Glenn Fulbright 
Betty Bryan Frieda Fulmer 
Nelson Carpenter Mary Alice Gilmer 
John F. and Mary Jo Carson Rebecca Graham 
Lucille Catlett Shirley Hamilton 
Charles and Peggy Caudill Virginia Harpham 
Fred Caudill Dr. Dudley and Joyce Herron 
William Chapman Mindy Highley 
Theodore Coakley Tofli C. Hobbs 
John E. Collis Norma and Elijah Hogge 
Tom Cooper Jami Hornbuckle 
Noveal Crosthwaite Miriam Hop 
J. E. Crum Guy and Alicia Huffman 
Porter Dailey Brian Hutchinson 
Steve and Phyllis Davis Phillip James 
Myron Doan William Jamison 
Adron and Mignon Doran Kevin Johns 
Scott R. Dotson Brent and Jean Jones 
M[MORIAl GIFTS , 
Tami Jones 
Wayne and Brenda Judy 
Mr. and Mrs. Keith Kappes 
Dr. John Kleber 
Jim and Donna Lander 
Steve Lewis 
Travis Lockhart 
Tim and Holly Lolton 
Mac and Sue Luckey 
Paul F. Maddox 
Hildreth Maggard 
Pauline Marras 
Lola Martin 
Sheridan Martin 
Rosemqry McFarland 
Carl Miller 
Cloma Porter Moore 
Mark A. Morehouse 
Hazel Nollau 
Mrs. C. E. Norris 
Helen Northcutt 
B. Pat O'Rourke 
Valerie Ousley 
Jean Palumbo 
Beth Patrick 
Lois Priestman 
James Pruitt 
Mabel Garrett Pullen 
Wilbur and Mary Stewart Rayburn 
Jack Razor 
Brett W. Redwine 
Deveney Redwine 
William H. and Susette Redwine 
Douglas Royse 
Don Russell 
Ralph Schwartz 
Alva C. Scott 
C.V. Snapp 
Stephen Snowden 
Paul R. Stokes 
Judith Tackett 
Norman Tant 
Jack Webb 
Mary Helen Westheimer 
Alice E. Williams 
Judith Yancy 
The following individuals were remembered through a gift to the MSU Foundation during 2008. 
Louse Antonini D'Emidio 
Mary Arnett 
Frank Michael Baldridge 
Matthew K. Ballard 
Shirley Ballard 
Woodrow W. Barber 
Ruth Barnes 
Larry Dean Brewer 
Erica Brown 
Lola Croshwhaite 
Mignon Doran 
George W. Eyster 
Mary Gilmer 
Greg Goldey 
Samuel Grumbles 
Steve Hamilton 
Raymond Hawkinson 
Joyce Hudson 
Major Wayne Isham 
Scott McClain 
Lucas McCoy 
Judith Toliver Neely 
Beverly Nichols Schrader 
Gaye Osborne 
Margaret Patton 
Nancy Peterson 
Mohammed Sabie 
John Silva 
Captain Eric D. Terhune 
Rebecca Veirs 
Ralph Ellis Wall 
Vinson Watts 
Elza Whalen 
Thomas L. Yancy 
Don Young 

UNRfSTRICHO ANNUAl GirTS 
The MSU Annual Fund Clubs recogn iz~ donors who contribute unrestricted gift( ) to the Fund for Excellence totaling $250 
or more. These gifts are listed below in one of three levels. 
Benefactor's Club: $750 - $999 Range 
Helen C. Pennington 
Bruce D. Rutherford 
Patron's Club: $500 - $749 Range 
Jen and Larry Adams 
Bellsouth Matching Gift Center 
Rodger D. Carlson 
Coca-Cola Enterprises, Inc. 
Phillip E. Gniot 
James and Barbara Harris 
Supporter's Club: $250- $499 Range 
KSK Land Development, Inc. 
Maude Belle Brown Trust 
Alvah T. McCoy 
Rose Orlich 
Clarenda M. Phillips 
Richard and Marylou Posey 
Leigh A. Rutherford 
Toyota Motor Manufacturing, Inc. 
Mason and Aledia Tush 
Michael and Sharon Walters 
Billy Wright 
Roy Bailey Wanda and Carrol Estep 
Carl B. Banks Harold and Anita Falls 
Vanessa and Devlyon Barker Barbara and Dennis Foy 
James and Cynthia Beck Gary and Gwen Frazier 
Ronnie and Betty King 
Elizabeth and Terry Kinzer 
Thomas P. Lachtrupp 
Angela M. Leslie 
Alan and Kerry Moore 
Ohio National Life Insurance 
Company 
Boyd and Deena Randolph 
Marc T. Ray Larry and Grace Botts Timothy and Lynn Goforth 
Mark and Janet Calhoon Susan and Alan Grogan 
Pauline and Lowell Conley • James and Jacqueline Hartzell 
Gary and Linda Cox Lonnie and Phyllis Howerton 
Michael and Martha Dourson Phyllis Humphrey 
John and Deborah Ellison Anita L. Jackson 
Erik L. Lewis 
Robert and Karen Livecchi 
Benjamin K. Malphrus 
Ronald D. Martin 
Harry and Ann Mayhew 
Wendy A. Mix 
Amy Sarros 
Langston D. Smith 
Temple-Inland Foundation 
Gifts below the $250 level will be recognized on the MSU giving Web site. To view the online annual report, please visit 
www.moreheadstate.edu/ giving. 
RfSTRICTIO ANNUAl GirTS 
The University recognizes with appreciation those who mad.e restricted charitable donations to Morehead State University 
during the 2008 calendar year. The list below recognizes all individuals contributing restricted fund gift(s) total $250 or 
more during the 2008 calendar year. 
$20,000 and above 
James W. Bell 
City of Morehead 
Mountain Telephone Corpor~tion 
$10,000 - $20,000 
Betty L. Baldridge 
Nelson M. Carpenter 
Citizens National Bank 
$7,500- $9,999 
Beech Fork Processing, Inc. 
Kentucky Bank 
Myrtle Mae Mitchell Trust 
Bradley Redmon 
Rowan County Fiscal Court 
Stephen & Mary Birch Foundation, Inc. 
E.O. Robinson Mountain Trust 
Equitable Resources Foundation 
Dudley and Joyce Herron 
US Bank, N.A. 
Richard and Carolina Walls 
Morehead Tourism Commission 
Gregory and Sally Palmer 
Rowan Restaurants, Inc. 
R[STRICTfO ANNUAl GifTS CONTINUfO 
5,000 - $7,499 
Matt and Brenda Ballard 
Bank of the Mountains 
Emerson Charitable Trust 
Hastings & Chivetta Architects, Inc. 
D. H. and Irene Howard 
$21500- $4,999 
The Jim & Linda Bodycomb 
Foundation 
CMTA, Inc. 
Commercial Bank of West Liberty 
Crawford & Company 
Kenneth I. Daugherty 
Gerald L. DeMoss 
s 1,000 - $2,499 
Robert and Ada Albert 
Wayne and Susan Andrews 
Anthem Blue Cross Blue Sh1eld 
Apollo Oil, LLC 
Aramark Corporation 
Ashland Inc. Foundation 
Alan and Yvonne Baldwin 
Peggy and Francis Ballard 
Douglas E. Bentz 
Sarah E. Blong 
M1ke and Deanie Brown 
Cablish & Gentile, CPAs, LLC 
Pamela and Steve Calvert 
Castle's Jewelry 
Cave Run Bicycle Shop 
The Citizens Bank of Morehead 
Paul and Carrie Cleaver 
Daniel and Donna Connell 
Kyle W. Cooper 
Mana C. Debeer 
Barbara and Truman Dehner 
Craig and Amanda Dennis 
David H. Dow 
Emerson Power Transmission 
Employer Consulting, LLC 
Fidelity Investments 
Fiscalsoft Corporation 
Fort Boonesborough Foundation 
Virginia and Victor Fox 
Erich and Tammy Frankland 
"50 - $999 
Mark T. Blankenbuehler 
Francene and Vincent Bolts-Butler 
Donnie Clem 
Coal Operators & Associates, Inc. 
Matt D. Collinsworth 
Brandon Dittgen 
Peggy Draughn 
William G. McGowan Charitable Fund, Inc. 
Morehead Rowan County Economic 
Development Council, Inc. 
Southeast Mail Services, LLC 
UK College of Medicine 
Whitaker Bank of Morehead 
Pepsi-Cola Bottling Company 
Charles and Twila Porter 
Ralph E. Derrickson Matthew L. Mitchell 
Farm Credit Services Murphy & Graves Architects, PLLC 
First Federal Savings & Loan Betty L. Norris 
Association of Morehead Presser Foundation 
Tommy and Neva Griffith Ross-Tarrant Architects, Inc. 
Mears Insurance Agency, Inc. SC Johnson Fund, Inc. 
Vonda K. Melton Ruth B. Shannon 
Fredenck & May Lumber Company KTRS Board of Trustees 
William J. Gallion Family Albtn L. Lee 
Foundation, Inc. Uberty Mutual Insurance Company 
Janet J. Gross Licking River Resources, Inc. 
Cathy and Harry Gunn Jeffrey and Carmen Liles 
Floyd E. Hall Marathon Petroleum Company, 
Richard and Sandra Hall LLC 
Hamilton, tnc. Wayne and Kathy Martin 
Shirley P. Hamilton Matrix Energy, LLC 
Larry C. Hammond Jack and Cheryl Matthews 
Harold White Lumber, Inc. Maude Belle Brown Trust 
Don and Keri Hayes Mazak Corporation 
Buckner and Anne Hinkle Terry and Ann McBrayer 
Karla and ~- R. Hughes Scott and Jill McBride 
Brian and Elizabeth Hutchinson Beverly and Keith McCormick 
IKON Office Solutions Medicine Cabinet Pharmacy, Inc. 
Inez Deposit Bank-FSB Lori L. Menshouse 
Terry L. Irons John and Debra Merchant 
Brereton and Elizabeth Jones Alan .and Kerry Moore 
G. R. (Sonny) Jones and Morehead Community Federal 
Donna Corley Credit Union 
Keith and Janet Kappes Morehead Utility Plant Board 
Michael and Ellen Karpf Morehead Woman's Club 
Keeneland Association, Inc. Peggy and John Osborne 
Kentucky Arts Council Packs', Inc. 
Kentucky Dataseam lnititative James G. Patterson 
, Kentucky League of Cities Helen C. Pennington 
Kentucky Veterinary Medicine John and Betty Philley 
Association Eugenia Potter 
Kenway Distributors Els1e and Robert Pritchard 
Dugout Media, Inc. Debra and Gary Harvey 
Etherton Enterprises Brian Jackson 
Dennis and Mary Ellen Evans Michelle B. Kunz 
Robert and Carolyn Franzini Bruce and Kathy Mattingly 
Kent and Kay Freeland Michael and Marilyn Moore 
Nelson and Wilma Grote MSU Student Governmen 
Shannon L. Harr Association 
St. Claire Regional Medical Center 
Traditional Bank 
Quentin and Lynn Hatfield 
Jim and Madonna Weathers 
Gary and Connie Wientjes 
WKYTNVYMT TV 
William and M. Redmon 
Rockcastle Hosp1tal and 
Respiratory Care Center, Inc. 
Ron Lykms, Inc. 
Rudd Equipment Company 
Rupp & Associates, Inc. 
Ramona F. Salyer 
Lucas Sanders 
Mike and Dayna Seelig 
Stephen W. Barker Insurance 
Agency, Inc. 
Sturgill, Turner, Barker & Moloney 
PLLC 
Thealka Coal Company 
Craig and Karen Tuerk 
Turner Construction Company 
Donald and Christi Tyndall 
University of Kentucky 
Vanhoose Stewart Foundation, Inc. 
Verizon Foundahon 
Wilma and Robert Walker 
Wai-Mart Stores, Inc. 
Byron and Helen Wentz 
West Tennessee Bone and Joint 
Clinic, P. C. 
William and Patricia Whitaker 
Robert and Susan Willenbrink 
Lillian and James Williams 
James and Annabelle Womack 
Mark and Diane Neff 
Linda and Kenneth Norton 
Beth and Bobby Patrick 
William and Susette Redwine 
Buckner Woodford 

R[STRICUO ANNUAl GirTS CONTINU[O 
$500 - $749 
Abner Apartment Rentals Frederick & May Construction Harold C. Lewis Donald F. Russell 
Ali and Dora Ahmadi Company Licking Valley RECC Cynthia A. Schneider 
Philip B. Arington Michael and Deborah Gilbert Lowe's Sporting Goods, Inc. Edward and Ann Scott 
Joan and George Atkins Gillum Construction Barbara and Jim Lowry-Chaplin Ewell and Sandra Scott 
William and Kathryn Bailey Joe Dan and Rosemarie Gold Marathon Ashland Petroleum, LLC James and Janice Smiley 
Baird & Baird, PSC April and John Haight Kay and Alan McAllister Randy and Jeanetta Stacy 
Carl B. Banks Harold Cooley Family Foundation, Brian McCarty Stites & Harbison, PLLC 
Roy J. Bradford Inc. Janet R. McCoy R. Perry and Mary Thompson 
CAM Mining, LLC Helderman & Jacobs Vision Center Robert and Joan Meadows UK College of Nursing 
John and Kay Cary Drew W. Henderson Mineral Labs, Inc. UK College of Pharmacy 
Reece Chaney Latonya and Richard Hesterberg Morgan County Chamber of US Bank, N. A. 
Russell and Karen Chaney Paul and Rebecca Hitchcock Commerce Sue M. Vencill 
The Cozy Corner Rachel L. Holloway Douglas and Rita Neagli Michael and Sharon Walters 
Eugene R. Criscione Jami M. Hornbuckle Gary and Martha North Robert and Gail Weaver 
Myron L. Doan Daniel and Anna Hyden Northcutt & Son Home for Funer- Susan and Tad Williams 
Eugene and Jane Duncan Dr. James E. Jackson, M.D. als, Inc. Hedda Windisch von Goeben 
Jeff Earwood Eric and Mary Jerde Joel and Lora Pace Glen R. Womack 
Melanie Earwood Jolesch Photography, LLC Paul R. Stokes, Attorney At Law, Wrightway Pumping Enterprises, 
ECT Services Brent N. Jones PSC Inc. 
Jane and James Fitzpatrick David R. Jones Marilynn Payson Ahmad Zargari 
Jay and Nancy Flippin Richard and Joyce Keough Norman J. Pokley 
Jim and Sophie Fluty Philip Krummrich and Karen Taylor Elizabeth and Charles Regan 
$250-$499 
Deborah and Robert Abell Joseph E. Carman Grassy Auto Parts, Inc. Margaret I. LaFontaine 
Josephine E. Abercrombie Revo- Thomas J. Carver Guardian Automotive Trim, Inc. Stephen J. Lange 
cable Trust Paula and Robert Caskey Michael W. Hail James and Joyce LeMaster 
Marilu Adams Proc and Bobbie Caudill Rebecca A. Hamilton Erik L. Lewis 
Hubert and Delia Allen Danielle Cirelli Karen and Charles Hammons Michael and Helen Linehan 
American Electric Power · City of Mou"nt Sterling Billy and Laveta Hanlin Lobo Leather 
Appalachian Regional Healthcare Clogging Champions of America, Julia Hawkins Travis P. Lockhart 
Robert and Shirley Austin Inc. Scott R. Hawkinson Timothy and Lois Lowe 
Paul Bachner Coal Sales Consulting Melinda and Jeffrey Highley Lowe's of Morehead 
Jacqueline P. Bailey Codell Construction Hinkle Contracting Corporation LPL Financial 
Victor Ballestero John and Dorothy Collis ToniC. Hobbs Bruce Maclennan 
Zexla K, Barnes Commercial Bank of Grayson Hoffman Enclosures Deborah and Roy Madden 
Bath County Schools Andrea and Dan Cornett Hoffman Robertson Agency William and Charmayne Mar:ston 
William and Tammy Bay log Country Carpet Michael and Rebecca Hogge Susan and Wesley Martin 
Stephen J. Beiting Joseph R. Crook Holiday Inn Express Of Morehead Charles E. Mason 
Vicki S. Bess Delta Natural Gas Nancy and Donald Holt Paul and Phyllis Maynard 
Bess's Georgia Carpet Liquidators Darrin and Angela DeMoss Ryan and Jean Howard McCloud Eye Care Center 
Biz Cards Today, LLC Donny Owens Insurance Agency Guy and Alicia Huffman McDonald's of Paintsville 
Donald and Alta Blair Doug Stone Realty, LLC David and Shirley Hylbert Christine E. McMichael 
Richard and Kimberly Blanton Ducks Unlimited-Cave Run Chapter Deborah D. Jackson Joyce and Charles Meade 
Joanie and David Blevins Gabriel Duignan Sharon and James Jackson April D. Miller 
Douglas and Kateri Bolton Steven and Joann Dunker Todd and T rina Jacobs Mark and Joyce Minor 
Boneallnc. John and Debbie Ellis Javier Steel Douglas S. Mitchell 
Brittany Booth John and Joanne Ernst Doris L. Jenkins Montgomery County Board of 
Lula N. Bowling Ford Farmers and Traders Bank Beverly and Raymond Jergens Education 
Michael Bradbury Lynne E. Fitzgerald Carol and Wendell Johnson Montgomery County Community 
Robert and Gail Brown Fleming-Mason Rural Electric Joleen Frederick, Attorney-at-Law Development 
Brown-Forman Corporation Richard and Wynetta Fletcher Ronald A. Jones Montgomery County Fiscal Court 
Thomas and Virginia Buckner Gateway Area Development District Kimberly Kappler Daryl W. Montgomery 
Craig and Brenda Burrows Gateway Radio Works, Inc. Janet R. Kenney Richard G. Mook 
C & C Drugs, Inc. Geoffrey W. Gearner Kentucky Auxiliary Services Jacob P. Moran 
Jennifer L. Cady John and Melissa Gilliam Association Erla Mowbray 
Harold and Judy Cain Phillip E. Gniot Carol and James Korn Murphy Insurance Agency 
Robert and Janice Canada Sarah Graham William E. Kretzer Edward G. Nass 
R£STRICTfO ANNUAl GifTS CONTINUfO 
$250 - $499 continued 
Nationwide Foundation 
NRA Foundation, Inc. 
Tim O'Brien 
Dominick V. Paonessa 
Martha and William Patrick 
Kimberly and Willie Patton 
People's Exchange Bank 
David and Darlene Perkins 
Emma and Allan Perkins 
James and Julia Perry 
Clarenda M. Phillips 
David and Jean Points 
Mary Anne C. Pollock 
Clara B. Potter 
Quality Cabinets 
Janet and Garrick Ratliff 
Mary M. Reynolds 
GifT IN-KIND CONTRIBUTION 
Stephen and Patricia Richmond 
Rochelle Butler Photography 
Reeding Insurance 
Ross, Sinclaire & Associates 
David and Mary Rudy 
Gregory R. Russell 
Robert D. Russell 
Leigh A. Rutherford 
Walter J. Rybka 
Saint Joseph Mt. Sterling 
Salt Lick Deposit Bank 
Samuel J. King, M.D., PSC 
David and Joyce Saxon 
Rebecca L. Schwartz 
Alana C. Scott 
Kimberlee A. Sharp 
William and Catherine Shely 
Lula Sizemore 
Ronald L. Skidmore 
Smokey Valley Farm, Inc. 
Leon and Molly Smothers 
Judith A. Snider 
Lloyd and Courtney Spear 
Judith A. Stafford 
State Electric Supply Company 
State Farm Companies Foundation 
Cheryl Stegall 
Swartz Mowing 
Jonell Tobin 
Toyota Motor Manufacturing, Inc. 
Patricia and David Tucker 
USS Magoffin Association 
Susan and David Victor 
The Walker Company 
Jack and Hildegard Webb 
John and Claire West 
Whitaker Bank of Mt. Sterling 
Richard White 
Sheri and Kenneth White 
Lowell K. Williams 
Sophie Williams 
Melinda and Gordon Willis 
Wilson Equipment Company 
Stephen and Donna Wiseman 
Judith 0. Yancy 
Gifts in-kind contributions include physical assets, such as collections, equipment, books, works of art, software and other 
personal or corporate property given to the university for its use or for liquidation. We appreciate the generosity of all of our 
donors who contributed a gift in-kind donation during 2008. The List below reflects all donors who contributed a gift in-kind 
donatio n valued at $250 or more during the 2008 calendar year. 
Brooke Albrecht Clear Channel Radio Lexington Hudson Pines@ Rocking P 
Aramark Co~·s Club Lambs & Livestock Sandra Hunt 
A. Baldwin & Associates Len Cravens Janice S. Koch 
Lindsay Baker Mary L. Duggan The Kroger Company 
Stephanie Barker Eagle Trace Golf Course Dan and Nancy Lacy 
Shirley Brend Albert H. Evans Nancy and Franklin Mangrum 
Barren River State Park Fidelity Investments Gary and Elizabeth Mesa-Gaido 
Harriett Bertram Laurie B. Fowler Brad W. Olecki 
C. B. Blanton Steve Fritter PGA National Resort & Spa 
Candice and Roger Bonn William and Susanna Hall Mardoqueo Picazo 
Shirley and Carole Browning Hilton Suites of Lexington Green Genie Potter 
Homer and Kathy Cablish Jeff and Mindy Highley Gary D. Potts 
Cave Run Bicycle Shop Homewood Suites by Hilton Russell Athletics 
W. M. Chapman Jami M. Hornbuckle Ryder Cup 
Ronald and Judy Tierney 
Dana T oebben 
John Turner 
Donald Tyndall 
Linda Vellman 
Kenneth and Barbara Vencill 
Ward Wenstrup 
Eileen White 
Frank M. Whitehouse 
Judith 0 . Yancy 
Jenni Yoak 
ffllOWS SOCifTY 
We recognize the support of individuals who laid the groundwork for the 1887 
Society through their membership in the Fellows Society. The Fellows Society was 
closed to new members in 2008. The following list reflects individuals who will 
always be recognized for their support in MSU's original donor society. 
David F. and Rozella M. Abner 
David Adair 
Family of the late Robin 
Addington 
Gary and Sherry Adkins 
Jamey Aebersold 
Dr. and Mrs. Robert Albert 
Hubert and Delia Allen 
John E. (Sonny) and Merl F. 
Allen 
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Allen 
Dr. Wayne and Sue Andrews 
Dr. James and Elizabeth T. 
Arient 
Richard and Kathy A. 
Armstrong 
John H. Baird 
Lexter Baldridge 
Alan and Yvonne Baldwin 
Matt and Brenda Ballard 
Bernice L. Barbour and 
Dr. Roger W. Barbour 
Wayne Basler 
James W. Bell 
Harold and Alma Bellamy 
Del Bellew 
Robert S. Bishop 
Paul and Suanne Blair 
Willie and T rina Blair 
Janet Blakeman 
Sarah Betty Blong 
Jim and Linda Bodycomb 
Dr. Bill R. and Louise Booth 
Mr. and Mrs. James H. Booth 
Larry and Grace Botts 
Mr. and Mrs. William E. 
Bradley 
Zoe Ann Davis Brewer 
W. Michael and Deanie Brown 
Lisa, Browning 
Charles and Elizabeth Bruce 
W. Thomas and Virginia 
Buckner 
Dr. Francene and Vincent 
Butler 
Homer G. Ill and Lucinda 
Cablish 
Steve and Pam Calvert 
Donnie and Wanda Canada 
John H. Cary 
Hazel and Lloyd Cassity 
B. Proctor and Bobbie Caudill 
Dr. C. Louise Caudill 
James R., Jr. and Candace 
Caudill 
Jane E. Caudill 
Ronald J. and Natalie Caudill 
Lillie D. Chaffin 
Harry Chakeres 
Michael H. Chakeres 
Philip and Melinda Chakeres 
Howard Chandler Jr. and 
Kathy V. Chandler 
Dr. Rex and Sarah Chaney 
William W. and Linda 
Chapman 
Charles Chatfield 
William E. Clay 
Paul Cleaver 
Ted and Janet Coakley 
Arthur Cole 
Robert L. Coleman 
Joe & Nita Collier 
James E. and Sandra S. 
Conley 
Dr. Daniel J. and Donna M. 
Connell 
Kyle Cooper • 
Donna Corley 
Ted L. and Jean Crosthwait 
Noveal and Harold Crosthwaite 
J. E. Crum 
Thomas R. Curtis 
W. Porter and Pat A. Dailey 
Dr. James S. and Phyllis Davis 
Truman and Barbara Dehner 
Diane DeMoss 
Dr. Gerald DeMoss 
Craig and Amanda Dennis 
Donald and Ayre Dethmers 
Myron L. Doan 
Warren F. Doerr 
Dr. Adron and Mrs. Mignon 
Doran 
Dennis and Jean Dorton 
David H. and Nancy E. Dow 
Margaret G. Dunlap 
Dr. Ronald G. and Bonnie C. 
Eaglin 
Dr. Jack D. and Janis C. Ellis 
Family of the late 
Lindsay R. and 
Hazel R. Ellington 
Sarah Emmons and 
Timothy Wilson 
Martha Enzmann 
Larry and Barbara Fannin 
Dr. Shirley L. Fannin 
Michael D. Ferguson 
Richard and Joyce Ferris 
James and Dr. Jane Fitzpatrick 
Dr. Don and Carolyn Fiatt 
Jim and Sophie Fluty 
Jim Fogle 
Dr. Thomas and Barbara 
Fossett 
Victor and Virginia Gaines Fox 
Grover and Juanita Frederick 
Dr. E. Glenn Fulbright 
John R. Gaines 
A. Frank and Bethel C. 
Gallaher 
Dr. Christopher and Linda 
Gallaher 
Michael and Debbie West 
Gilbert 
Joseph M. and Susan W. 
Gilman 
Mary Gilmer 
Lynn Glass and Jim Glass 
Dr. Marc and Tamalyn Glasser 
Joe Dan and Rosemarie Gold 
Rebecca L. Graham 
Dr. Randy H. and Judy M. 
Greene 
Dale D. Greer 
Tommy and Neva Griffith 
Dr. Janet Gross 
Dr. C. Nelson and Wilma Grote 
Dr. Cathy and Harry Gunn 
Don and Betty Hall 
Billy Joe and Joyce Hall 
Floyd E. Hall 
Rick and Sandy Hall 
Shirley P. Hamilton and Steve 
A. Hamilton 
Rodger and Karen Hammons 
Billy D. and Laveta Hanlin 
Virginia Harpham 
James R. Harris 
Dr. William S. Harris 
Quentin and Lynn Hatfield 
Dr. Don and Keri Hayes 
Dr. Dudley and Joyce Herron 
Jeffrey and Melinda Highley 
Buckner Hinkle, Jr. 
Henry Hinkle 
Tom Hinkle 
Donna Hankins 
r[llOWS SOCiffi CONTINU[D 
Alfred S. Hodgson 
Alfred and Winifred Hodgson 
Norma Hogge and Judge Elijah M. 
Hogge 
Dr. Harold and Jane Y. Holbrook 
David Holton 
Jami M. Hornbuckle 
D. H. and Irene Howard 
Jerry F. Sr. and Buena Howell 
Dr. Jerry F. and Lois Howell 
Guy and Alicia Huffman 
Karla and L. R. Hughes 
Joe and Sharon Hunsucker 
Steve and Darla Hunt 
Alpha and Mildred Hutchinson 
Brian A. and Elizabeth Hutchinson 
Dan and Anna Hyden 
Dr. Terry Irons 
Bernice H. Jackson and 
Dr. Crayton Jackson 
Terry and Susan Jacobs 
Clyde I. James 
Dr. William and Nancy Jamison 
Mary and Eric Jerde 
Jerry and Robin Johnson 
G. R. ""Sonny ... Jones 
Louis M. (Sonny) and Joretta Jones 
Mitch and T ami Jones 
Waverly & Deloris Jones 
Wayne and Brenda Judy 
Keith R. and Janet H. Kappes 
Dennis and Carole Karwatka 
Larry and June Keenan 
Harold E. Kelley & Ruie Kelley 
Marvin P. Kolodzik 
J. Dan and Nancy Lacy 
.Dr. Albin Lee 
Steven M. Lee 
James C. and Joyce Brown 
LeMaster 
Glenn D. and Cindy Leveridge 
Steve and Janet Lewis 
Jeffrey and Carmen Liles 
Lucille Caudill Little ' 
Tim and Holly Lofton 
Boone Logan 
B. Thomas and Judith Lowe 
Irvin Lowe 
Drs. George M. and Sue Luckey 
E. Paul Lyon, Jr. 
Norman and Soni Lytle 
Regina Mack 
Dr. Paul and Patricia Maddox 
Hildreth Maggard 
Dr. Franklin and Nancy Mangrum 
Peter Marcum 
Dan and Jennifer Markwell 
Pauline F. Marras 
Wayne M. and Kathy G. Martin 
Jack and Cheryl Matthews 
Dr. Bruce and Kathy Mattingly 
John H. and Bobbie G. Mays 
Kay and Jack McAllister 
W. Terry McBrayer 
Dr. M. Scott and Jill McBride 
Russell R. and Brucene McClure 
Dr. Beverly and Keith McCormick 
Michael and Leslie McGuire 
Tom and Lois McHugh 
James and Barbara McKenzie 
Sydney Annelle McMullen 
Vonda Melton 
John and Debra Merchant 
D. Mike and Kathryn C. Mincey 
Donnie and Vickie Mingus 
Mark and Joyce Minor 
Matthew and Jenna Mitchell 
Dr: Bill F. Moore 
Dr. Michael R. and Marilyn Moore 
Dr. Frederick A. and Mary Mueller 
Dr. Chester A. Nava 
Robert and Susan H. Neff 
Larry and Mary Jo Netherton 
Ray Newburn 
Carolyn Niblett 
Betty Norris and C.E. Norris 
Dr. Gary B. and Marti North 
Denny and Helen Northcutt 
Dr. John and Eugena O'Cull 
B. Pat O'Rourke 
John and Peggy Osborne 
Valerie and Stevann Ousley 
Joel and Lora Pace 
Keith and Lynne Pack 
Greg, Sally, Sara, Laura, and 
Lindsay Palmer 
Shirley M. Parker 
Beth and Bob Patrick 
Helen Pennington 
Dr. John C. and Betty D. Philley 
Richard and Lucy Platek 
Roscoe H. and Sibbie A. Playforth 
Dr. Mary Anne Pollock 
Charles (lzzy) and T. Starr Porter 
Daragh L. Porter and John Wobbe 
Mr. and Mrs. Bewley D. Priestman 
Dr. Robert and Elsie Pritchard 
James P. and Jane Pruitt 
Addie Rader 
Ruby Rather and Aubrey Rather 
Bill Redmon 
Bradley and Sherri Redmon 
Brett W. Redwine 
William H. and Susette D. Redwine 
Elizabeth and Charles Regan 
Dr. Charles M. Rhodes 
Timothy P. and Cindy Rhodes 
Dr. and Mrs. David Richardson 
William and Lovena Richardson 
Paul and Kathy Richardson 
Dr. Ronald and Pamela Richardson 
Anna Ridgway and Dr. John M. 
Ridgway 
Brownie and Claudine Rock 
Pauline Ross and Raymond Ross 
Ross-Tarrant Architects, Inc. 
David R. and Mary Rudy 
Donald F. Russell 
Rick Ruth 
Sandi Ruth 
Duane and Stephanie Ruth 
Ramona Salyer 
Sawyer Brown, Inc. 
Monis Schuster 
George D. and Alva C. Scott 
William R. and Susie Seaton 
Dr. Dayna S. and Dr. Michael 
Seelig 
Or. Patrick J. and Jeannette Serey 
Ruth B. and Ed L. Shannon 
James and Cindy Shaw 
Dr. Alfred A. and Marie Silano 
Phillip M. and Diana Simms 
Pat and Jack Sims 
Robert A. and Mary Ellen Slone 
Elmer R. and Donna Smith 
J. Phil and Donna Smith 
C. V. Snapp and Gussie Snapp 
Eugene Snowden 
Stephen C. and Sharon Snowden 
Krista Stastyshyn 
Thomas Sternal 
Dr. George A. Stevens 
Stellarose Stewart and 
Dr. Lawrence R. Stewart 
Paul R. and Paula Y. Stokes 
Dr. Norman T ant and Deane T ant 
Walt and Karen Terrell 
Dr. James H. Thomas 
Kathy Timmons and Ronald 
Timmons 
Dr. Jonell Tobin 
DaleS. Turpin and James W. 
Turpin 
Donnie Tyndall 
Dr. Wilma J. Walker 
Denny and Margaret Wallingford 
Richard A. and Carolina Walls 
Mike and Sharon Walters 
Jim and Madonna Weathers 
H. Jack and Joie Webb 
Frank and Geraldine Welch 
Brenda and James C. Wells 
James W. Wells 
Dr. Byron and Helen T. Wentz 
Mary Helen Westheimer 
Dr. Alban L. and Sharon Wheeler 
William and Hazel H. Whitaker 
Harold and Barbara White 
Gary and Connie Wientjes 
Bob and Susan Willenbrink 
Alice E. Williams 
Dr. Kim and Dion Williams 
Steve Williams 
Steve and Ann Womack 
Thomas and Judith Yancy 
E. Preston Young 
George T. Young 
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Bridging the Generations: 
Rachel Barton Pine and Virginia Harpham Join Forces 
by M. Scott McBride 
Every ...... CIIIIIrge to create a "teachable moment" that connects people, young 
and alii. Slldl was the case In mld-Novlmbtr 2008 when Virginia Harpham (39) joined forces with her alma 
mater, Morehead State University, to host a residency featuring Rachel Barton Pine. 
The instigation of the Rachel Barton Pine String 
Residency began with an e-mail message that I received 
from Mrs. Harpham: 
Greetings from Washington: 
You are about to wind up your year if you haven't already. In thinking 
forward to next year or on I have had an idea which is just forming in 
my mind . .• a concert and a masterclass by Rachel Barton Pine, a first 
class artist who does this sort of thing. She has a concert honoring Maud 
Powell, the great American violinist, who was the first violinist to record 
for His Masters Voice, the first violinist to play the Sibelius, and Dvorak 
violin concerti in this country, etc. She stood in for Fritz Kreisler for his 
concerts during the 1st World War, when his being Austrian made his 
name unpopular, to say the least. last year Rachel played the Maud Powell 
concert here at the Women's Museum of Art. It was just remarkable. In 
the audience, among many others, were Ruth Bader Ginsberg, Supreme 
Court Justice, and l eonard Slatkin, music director of the NSO ... I am on 
the board of the Maud Powell Society, hence my great interest in this 
particular concert. I would like to talk to you about whether or not the 
string program at Morehead is drawing string players, etc. That is a lot 
of money for me to invest if there isn't fertile soil to accept the benefits 
of a great player and teacher for a one-time thing .... let me hear from 
you at your convenience. It would be good to have a one-on-one talk. 
Meanwhile e-mail communications serve very well. 
Warm regards, 
Virginia 
As Virginia eludes in her message, the Morehead 
State string program has been in a rebuilding mode for 
the past few years. And as a loyal 1939 alumna of MSU, 
Ms. Harpham spearheaded the rebuilding effort with the 
establishment of the Virginia and Evelyn Harpham Music 
Scholarship for String Players, "a scholarship endowment 
to recognize the importance of string education at 
Morehead State University and benefit music students 
who excel or have special interest in string performance." 
Armed with the Harpham scholarship, and with 
additional support from the University, the music 
department faculty began the process of rebuilding 
the University 's string program with the philosophy 
of supporting string education throughout eastern 
Kentucky and the surrounding states. The faculty began 
the rebuilding effort first by creating the Tri-State Honor 
String Orchestra Clinic, a string education event now in 
its fourth year of operation. The clinic, which now hosts 
over 230 participants, offers middle- and high- school age 
string players a full day of large ensemble and sectional 
cl inics with MSU faculty and guest conductors. 
AJso consistent with the philosophy of supporting 
string education was the successful establishment of 
a string program in the local Rowan County schools. 
Founded by Morehead State's orchestra director, 
Christina Hartke-ToweU, financed with a grant from the 
local Lucille Caudill Little Foundation, and partially 
supported with a supply of instruments from the 
University, the string program at McBrayer Elementary 
School has grown to enroll over 70 children and is now 
expanding into the middle grades. 
With these and other successful efforts to re-establish 
the string program at Morehead State, the stage was set to 
accept Ms. Harpham's offer to host Rachel Barton Pine in 
residence at MSU. What's more, with the development 
of additional resources, including funding from the 
Buckner and Sally S. Hinkle Endowment for Humanities, 
outhern Arts Federation, Morehead State Public Radio, 
and other University sponsors, we were able to expand 
Virginia's original masterclass and recital idea to a three-
day festival of music and educational programming. 
Targeted for school-age children, university students, 
and the community, Ms. Pine's residency was held 
November 13-1 S, in conjunction with the 2008 Tri-
State Honor String Orchestra Clinic weekend. Events 
included a presentation on charitable foundations and 
philanthropy, a masterclass and recital for Morehead 
State students, a fiddling and classical violin workshop at 
MSU's Kentucky Center for Traditional Music (joining 
in the fun was MSU President Wayne D. Andrews and 
Virginia Harpham), a recital and discussion for grades 
K-S and 6-8 students at Rowan County Middle School, 
a classical jam session with the Morehead State music 
faculty, violin sectionals with high school honor orchestra 
violinists, and a finale solo recital and concert with the 
Tri-State Honors String Orchestra. 
As anyone who has had the opportunity to hear Ms. 
Pine perform can attest, she is an electrifying artist. But to 
me, what makes her performances particularly rewarding 
is not only her expressive range, but her special ability 
to "set up" each piece with an engaging commentary 
that brings the music to life for all listeners, musically 
schooled or not. It's notable that she dazzled not only 
the young people and general audience members, but 
also the highly trained musicians of Morehead State's 
music faculty. During her visit to Morehead {by way of 
London!) Ms. Pine demonstrated her unique ability to 
communicate effectively to all age groups and captivate 
the musical sensibilities of even the most seasoned music 
connoisseur. 
Members of the Maud Powell Society for Music 
and Education will appreciate that Rachel Barton Pine's 
residency at Morehead State University bridged the 
generations. Children through aged adults were not only 
treated to Rachel's wonderful playing and teaching, but 
also to her orations that so effectively link the intentions 
of the composer with the creativity of the performer and 
receptors of the listener. In her own way, Pine breaks 
down the traditional barriers between styles, genres, and 
people. In fact, it could be said that she has become-
with her spirit, ideals and sense of purpose-the Maud 
Powell of our time. 
Yet, the span of the generational divide between 
Maud Powell and Rachel Barton Pine is also buttressed 
by one of our own, Virginia H arpham. Ms. Harpham was 
honored at the finale concert with the presentation of the 
coveted Maud Powell Society Award, presented by Pine. 
As one might expect, Ms. Harpham was surprised and 
thrilled with the receipt of the award- especially given 
that Pine presented it to her, it was presented during a 
weekend that so exemplified the ideals of Maud Powell, 
and that it was received on the same Button Auditorium 
stage where she performed so many times during her 
college days at Morehead State University. It was a special 
moment for us all! 
The school-age children and University students-
who now have autographed Rachel Barton Pine String 
Residency posters hanging on their walls-will long 
remember their experiences during those three days in 
November 2008. And for us, who are committed to the 
development of the Morehead State string program and 
support string education throughout the region, we are 
excited about the energy that this very successful event 
brought to our cause. Ms. Harpham is most certainly 
satisfied that her investment in the residency had a 
positive impact on students at her alma mater and in the 
school-based string programs. We are most fortunate to 
be able to call Ms. Harpham one of our own and claim 
Pine as our newly found friend. Through them both, the 
legacy of Maud Powell is alive and well at Morehead State 
University. 
~ 
M. Scott McBrtde IS mterim dean of the Caudill College of Humanities at MSU. 
Prior to his appointment as dean, he served as chair of MSU's Department of 
Music. 


ClASSNOHS 
OVC features Dr. Marshall D. Banks 
Ln celebration of Black History Month, the Ohio Valley 
Conference featured Morehead State University alumnus Dr. 
Marshall D. Banks. 
Dr. Banks was the fi rst African American to earn 
athletically-related aid and coach at MSU. He is a member 
of MSU's alumni and athletic halls of fame and received an 
honorary doctoral degree. 
A native of Ashland, Dr. Banks earned a bachelor's 
degree from MSU in 1962 and received his master's and 
doctoral degrees from the University of Illinois at Urbana-
Champaign. 
After teaching one year of high school, Dr. Banks 
returned to MSU to begin his college teaching career in 1965. 
He served as an instructor in the Department of llealth, 
Physical Education and Recreation and also was the head 
track and cross country coach. 
A full professor, he has been on the faculty at Howard 
University since 1978 where he also served as department 
chair for 20 years. 
Dr. Marshall D. Banks (62), right, was honored by his Alma 
Mater at the 2008 Founders Day for his service to the University. 
Then Board of Regents Chair James Booth (70), left, made the 
presentation. 
WHAT'S NEW WITH YOU? 
Name: 
SSN(opttonai): ___________ Ciass: ________ _ 
Address: ______________ _ 
______________ State: Zip: __ _ 
Home Phone: ____________ Busmess Phone: _____ _ 
E-mail. 
Name of firm/company:-------- - - ---------
Your title/posillon: ____________________ _ 
Busmess address:------------
Old spouse attend MSU? __________ Class: ______ _ 
Ch11dren (Include names and ages)· 
(If children graduated from MSU, g1ve years of graduation):----------
Spouse's firm/company: __________________ _ 
nttepos~hon : _____________________ _ 
BuSiness address:---------- -----------
Phone. ___________ E·mail: _ _______ _ 
Please fill out and return to : 
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION • MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY • ALUMNI CENTER • 150 UNIVERSITY BOULEVARD • MOREHEAD, KY 40351 
or e-mail stotement@moreheodstote.edu 
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ClASSNOHS 
1960s 
Dr. Corwin Georges (67) was 
selected to receive the prestigious 
Governor's Award for the Arts in 
Ohio from the Ohio Arts Council. 
Professor of theatre and dance and 
department chair at Wittenberg 
Un1versity, he has been recognized 
for outstanding contributions to 
advancing arts education throughout 
the state, region and nation. He has 
been active in the arts by serving in 
a variety of capacities on campus 
and throughout the community. 
Barbara J. Hall Hightower (67) 
ret1red in 2004 after 36 years as 
an art teacher. During that time, 
she spent nights, weekends and 
holidays working on drawings 
and paintings which she exhibited 
around the state of Florida. After 
retinng, she studied to become a 
Florida Master Gardener and was 
certified 1n 2006. She still resides at 
Port St. Lucie, Fla. 
1970s 
Bre~da (BJ) Crager Helton (70) 
rece1ved the Distinguished Service 
Award by the GED Testing Serv1ce 
of the American Council on 
Education. The group's highest 
award is presented to a GED 
administrator who has demonstrated 
unwavering commitment to the 
advancement of their state's GED 
testmg program. Helton is the 
GED® administrator for Kentucky 
and senior associate tor adult 
education at the Council on 
Postsecondary Education. She is 
the sister of J. Buford Crager (61) 
and Barbara Crager Kniceley 
(84). 
Jack H. Sims (71 ) was named 
vice president of advancement at 
Gannon University in February. He 
has nearly 15 years' experience 
in fundraising in higher education, 
most recently at Virginia Wesleyan 
College in Norfolk, Va., where he 
led a comprehensive campaign 
that raised $40 million while 
substantially increasing the 
college's number of donors. He also 
has held advancement positions at 
Christopher Newport University in 
Newport News, Va., and Virginia 
Commonwealth University in 
Richmond. 
Jeff Salisbury (74) is a college 
professor at the University of Findlay 
and a professional photographer. 
Recently he, accompanied by his 
wile, photographed the Valley of Fire. 
north of Las Vegas. He also visited 
fraternity brother Ron Penrod (76), 
who lives in Las Vegas. 
WWWMOREHEADSTATE EDU/ STATEMENT 
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Dr. Kimberly K. McClanahan 
(79) has been named executive 
director of the Pathways Inc., 
Board of Directors. She is a clinical 
psychologist and health service 
provider and holds licensure with 
the Kentucky Board of Examiners 
of Psychology and the Texas 
State Board of Examiners of 
Psychologists. She is certified by 
the Kentucky Sex Offender Risk 
Assessment Advisory Board, the 
Kentucky Board of Certification of 
Alcohol and Drug Counselors, and 
registered with the National Registry 
of Certified Group Psychotherapists. 
She currently serves as chair of the 
Ethics Committee of the Kentucky 
Psychological Association. She and 
her husband reside in Ashland. 
1990s 
Two MSU alumni have published 
award-winning and favorably 
reviewed books: Dr. Jeff Weddle 
(90) and Laura Weddle (76). 
Dr. Jeff Weddle is an assistant 
professor at the University 
of Alabama in the College of 
Communication and Information 
Sciences. His book, "Bohemian New 
Orleans: The Story of the Insider 
and the Loujon Press (University 
Press of Mississippi, 2007), won 
the 2007 Eudora Welty Award and 
was the basis for a documentary by 
Wayne Ewing. 
Jeff's mother, Laura Weddle, taught 
English and speech at Prestonsburg 
Community College tor more than 
25 years before retiring in the mid-
1990s. Upon retirement, she began 
writing creatively and had enormous 
success. A two time graduate of 
MSU, she has been asked to speak 
and read from her book at a number 
of events, Including the Frankfort 
(Ky.) Book Fa1r and Georgetown 
College. 
Donna I son (91 ) has a debut novel 
"The Miracle of Myrtle: Saint Gon~ 
Wild." The humorous novel, set in a 
small town in Kentucky, is available 
at Barnes and Noble and Amazon. 
com. An MSU graduate in theatre, 
she is a resident playwright tor the 
Kentucky Histoncal Society and 
writes for museums throughout the 
nation. 
Yasmin Shiraz Ward (94) has had 
her book "Retaliation" selected by 
the American Library Association's 
Y ALSA Division as a 2009 Top Ten 
Quick Picks for Reluctant Young 
Readers. The complete list of 
suggested readings is available at: 
www .a l a.org / ala / mg rps / 
d i vs/ya lsa/bookl istsa ward s/ 
quickpicks/09topten.cfm 
2000s 
Michelle Wallace (07) is an 
employee of Morehead State Public 
Radio on the MSU campus. The 
MSPR board operator and show 
host lives 1n Morehead 
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larry Stephenson. retired student 
personnel leader. dies at 68 
Larry W. Stephenson 
(64)1 681 longtime student 
personnel officer at MSU1 
passed away in February. 
An MSU alumnus1 
Stephenson started 
working for MSU in 1967 
and held several positions1 
including director of 
student housing1 dean of students1 director 
of administrative services and director of 
student activities. He retired from full-time 
service in 2000 but returned later to work 
in athletics. 
Stephenson advised MSU's Student 
Government Association for nearly 20 
years and the SGA howed its appreciation 
by naming its scholarship endowment fund 
in his honor. Memorial gifts are suggested 
to the MSU Foundation1 designated to 
the Larry Stephenson SGA Endowment 
Fellowship. 
MSU mourns loss of Coach lake Kelly 
Lake Kelly (61 t a Morehead State 
University alumnus and successful coUege 
and high school basketball coach1 died in 
March1 in Fleming burg1 Ky. 
Kelly served as an assistant basketball 
coach at Morehead State on three occasions 
and earned a master's degree from the 
University in 1961. He played coUege 
basketball and earned a bachelor's degree at 
Georgia Tech. 
He is survived by his wife1 Marti1 sons 
Lake Jr. (04) and Brian (86)1 and daughter 
Jane (Rob) Tenyer. Lake Jr. and Rob (07) and 
Jane Tenyer (96) are all current employees 
ofMSU. 
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The Morehead Stole University family remembers ... 
Phillip K. Coleman NO Claude Sallee 1960 
Nolan Fowler NO Fairce 0. Woods 1960 
Mtchael S. Jones NO Roy P. Stratton 1961 
Scott McCiatn NO Richard D. Neal 1963 
Greg C. Roediger NO Larry W. Stephenson 1964 
George W. Prichard 1935 William B. Rteger 1971 
Curtts L. Davis 1936 Beverly Ntchols Schrader 1971 
Delbert Skeens 1936 Inez Newman Webster 1971 
Marie Thomas Hardy 1937 Judy Sexton Veasey 1973 
Woodrow W. Barber 1938 Larry W Wtlls 1973 
Ersel S. Shelton 1939 Mary M. Whitfield Keefe 1974 
Roy Bailey 1940 Donnie C. Miller 1975 
Ruby Stewart Crider 1941 Paul F. Ridgley 1975 
Mark F. Rtce 1945 Glenn M. Clark 1976 
Clarence McGlone 1949 David E. Conrad 1978 
Meridith P. Kennedy 1950 Robert C. Halasek 1978 
Joseph E. Corbett 1952 Elizabeth D. Masters 1978 
Wanderene H. lson 1952 Donna R. Wtley Senn 1978 
Shirley A. Hall Hanshumaker 1954 James W. Hamilton 1981 
Gladys Skaggs Conn 1955 Cheryl L. Gauder Huist 1984 
Don B. Young 1955 Sally Wtlltarnson 1989 
Robbie A. Small Jenkins 1956 Anthony L. Ferguson 1991 
Arlie B. Whitaker 1956 Rhonda K. Flannery Boggs 1992 
Juanita 0. Cox 1957 Judtth K. Colltns Bocook 2001 
Mary Logan Gtlmer 1957 Carey B. Kteffer 2003 
John K. Smith 1957 David K. Cnsp 2005 
Donald R. Horton 1959 Davtd McFann. II 2007 
To make o gift in memory of one or more of these individuals. 
please call the Office of Development at (877) 690 GIVE. 
NO = Non-degree 
ITEM (ITEM #) PRICE 
1. Ouray® All Pro Hat [royal] (#2006908) .... .. ..................... $9.99 
2. Ouray® Gameday Hat [black] (#2006978) .. ............ ........ $11.99 
3. Ouray® Double Tee Package (#2007513) .... .. .... ...... .... .. $19.99 
4. 100% Cotton Gold Long-sleeved T-shirt (# 2006624) ..... $19.99 
5. Gameday Hoodie Royal (# 2007672) .... .. .. ...... .......... .. .... $42.99 
6. Cutter & Buck® Polo with Eagle Head (#2007643) .. .... .. $36.99 
7. Ouray® Youth Hoodie (#2006921 ) ....... .. .. .. .................... $26.99 
8. MSU Car Flag (#2006285) ............................................... $9.95 
9. Eagle Football Pennant [royal] (#2003938) .. .............. ..... $13.50 
10. License Plate Lenticular (#2006823) ...... .... ..................... $14.99 
11 . MSU Golf Balls (#76944812289) .................... ................. $8.50 
Pflces subJect to cllange. Please contact bookstore for tax ard sh1ppmg rates. 
Proceeds from the UnNefSity Boolcstore benefit MSU programs ard serviCeS 
Annual Senior Juried Art Exhibition. 
April 20-May 6 
Visiting Artist: Chip Kidd. April 21, 
Claypool-Young Art Gallery 
Spring Celebration. April 23-25 
Commencement, May 9, 10:30 a.m., 
Academic-Athletic Center 
Kentucky Folk Art Center Exhibit: 
The Original Silver's Circus & Zoo, 
through May 31 
Kentucky Women's Photography 
Exhibition, June 6-July 31, 
Claypool-Young Art Gallery 
Kentucky Folk Art Center Exhibit: 
Rhythm in Relief: The Works of 
LaVon Van Williams, June 5-Sept. 27 
Clack Mountain Festival. June 6, 
First Street, Morehead 
Steve Hamilton Celebrity 
Golf Tournament, June 19-20 
Don't forget to sign up for 
eSTAT[M[NT 
to rece1ve monthly updates 
on MSU news & events. 
(alumm@moreheadstate.edu) 
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